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ARE HAVING A 
BUSY SUMMER, 

come and join in!

Transition4
MAGL 
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Aquatic Fit & Fun
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Summer course 

www.neilbaileyswimming.co.uk
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Neil Bailey, the Founder and 
Director of Neil Bailey 
Swimming and  The Manager 
Alice Peacock have worked 
together for 12 years. They 
have a common goal, to get 
the community to swim.
Inspired by the thousands that they 
have personally taught and helped to 
swim Neil and Alice aim to share the 
opportunity of swimming lessons with 
all children. They enjoy a challenge, 
support inclusion in swimming and 
helping those who others may have 
given up on - believing that everyone 
can learn to swim. 

Having worked together to train and 
mentor many young people they have 
built one of the largest self - made 
swimming teams in the country. Neil 
Bailey Swimming prides itself upon its 
ethos of family values, which not only 
inspires its approach to teaching, but 
also forms the basis of the work 
environment for employees.

Neil Bailey Swimming has an ambitious 
goal to maximise the swimming in our 
local area, motivated by high standards 
of delivery to raise the number of 
people able to swim in our community.

Most of our teachers have come to us 
through their Swimming Club, Duke of 
Edinburgh Award, Scouting and 
Guiding, Colleges and University. 
We hire people with a can - do attitude, 
and a caring personality who can teach 
in line with our approach of ‘teaching 
people to swim as if they were 
members of our own family’.  The 
average age of our teaching staff may 
be under 20 but we feel this allows for a 

MEET THE TEAM 
Happy Teaching at all levels

Since its inception Neil Bailey Swimming has provided 
training and employment for young adults looking to 
share their passion for swimming and teaching. 

great connection to be made with the 
swimmers, we want our teachers to be 
role models for the children that they 
teach. What makes our teachers so 
focused and positive is their 
association with their own personal 
learn to swim journey - most have 
experienced many different teaching 
and coaching styles and that has 
helped them develop their own voice as 
a teacher. 

Swimming is often associated with 
summer and the holidays provide the 
perfect opportunity to have fun in the 
water. Spending so much time by the 
pool or on the beach can really help 
your child gain water confidence. 
This makes it all the more important 
that they can swim and know how to 
be safe in and around the water.
 

This year we are running a 7 
week Challenge Swimming 
Programme to provide you with 
the opportunity to get your 
children swim safe for summer. 
To book, visit 
challenge-swimming.co.uk 
or email for further information
info@challenge-swimming.co.uk 



TIMETABLE
1-2-1s (and Semi-Private by request) 
at High March 
Wk 1 Thurs 18/7   Fri 19/7  14:00 - 16:00

Wk 2 Mon 22/7    Fri 26/7  14:00 - 16:00

Wk 3 Mon 29/7    Fri 2/8  09:30 - 11:30 

         14:00 - 16:00

Wk 4 Mon 5/8    Fri 9/8 14:00 - 16:00

Wk 5 Mon 12/8   Fri 16/8 09:30 - 11:30 

       14:00 - 16:00

Wk 6 Mon 19/8   Fri 23/8 09:30 - 11:30

Wk 7 Tues 27/8  Fri 30/8 14:00 - 16:00

Group Intensive at High March
Wk 6 Mon 19/8        Fri 23/8     14:00 - 17:00

Cedar Park is a wonderful, warm and 
friendly swimming pool that is 12.2 metres 
long, 6.5 metres wide and is a constant 
depth of 1.2 metres deep. It is a 
well-managed, clean swimming pool in a 
family friendly setting. The building itself is 
a transparent structure that provides lots 
of natural light, in the warmer summer 
months we are able to open up the sides to 
bring the outside in and create an almost 
outdoor swimming experience. 

Our main venue during the summer 
holidays is High March School Swimming 
Pool in Beaconsfield. It is 20 metres long 
and 7.5 metres wide and has a variable 
depth between 0.9 metres and 2 metres. 
Much thought has gone into the pool 
design, construction and layout and this 
has resulted in a wonderful facility that 
provides us the flexibility to teach 
everything from complete beginners, 
children with additional needs to children 
with a national time. The venue has a 
superb under floor heating system, plenty 
of natural light, diving blocks and anti- 
wave lane ropes.

VENUES

Email your CV to Alice Peacock at: 
teacher@neilbaileyswimming.co.uk

DO YOU HAVE 
WHAT IT TAKES 
TO BE IN OUR 
TEAM?

WORK OPPORTUNITIES FOR SEPTEMBER 

We are currently looking for a friendly, 
experienced and professional swimming 
teacher/helper, with the following 
attributes:
■ Aged 18 or over
■ Either qualified or with plans to be
■ 1-2 years’ experience in a swimming  
 environment 
■ Love working with children and want  
 to gain valuable experience in a  
 challenging, but rewarding role
■ Are committed, reliable and work well  
 in both a team and as an individual.
■ Fun & bubbly personality, with a real  
 passion for teaching
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MAGL is our industry unique, learn 
to swim programme. These 30 
minute lessons are suitable for 
beginners and up to an advanced 
level. The children are grouped 
based on their ability. We focus on 
building confidence, developing 
aquatic skills and teaching and 
correcting proper technique. 
Teaching from in the water enables 
our staff to provide immediate 
feedback to get the best results. 
These lessons are run from both 
venues. Cedar Park is perfect for 
beginners to strong swimmers as 
the shallow small pool is great for 
working on the early skills. High 
March is for beginners all the way 
up to advanced swimmers. The 
larger, deeper pool gives us the 
opportunity to teach more 
challenging skills that require deep 
water!

STRONG 
Swimmer
Our finishing school for Cedar 
Park swimmers, this 30 minute 
lesson for only strong level 
swimmers, gives us the chance to 
use the whole pool to stretch and 
challenge swimmers technique. 
We spend longer on each stroke 
to fine tune and repeat skills over 
and over to make our swimmers 
more efficient. We tackle forward 
rolls, streamlining positions and 
starts to give them a head start 
for their future swimming 
opportunities.

1-
2-

1s

Our 1-2-1 programme is one of the 
largest in the country. These lessons 
are one of our most popular offers and 
at the moment we only run these 
during school holidays. These 30 
minute lessons are perfect for problem 
solving, building confidence and fine  
tuning certain skills or strokes. They 
can be used to supplement term time 
lessons to help boost progress during 
the school holidays.  

Your child’s swimming teacher is able to 
tailor their lesson to suit what they 
most need to improve, to allow them to 
progress with their swimming. 
Alternatively, we can focus their lesson 

on an area that you would like them to 
spend more time on. These lessons are 
suitable for children from the age of 3 
years old to 15 years old and from non - 
swimmer to elite swimmers. 

Using our team of experienced 
teachers, we deliver up to eight 1-2-1 
lessons in the same pool every half an 
hour. Which means children of 
different abilities can have their lesson 
at the same time - making planning 
your children’s activities simpler! Every 
lesson is co-ordinated by a lead 
teacher poolside who is able to assist 
and streamline the process making it 
as stress free as possible. 

GROUP 
INTENSIVE

Our group intensive lessons are our legacy - and have been tried and 
tested over 10 years. These 60-minute lessons aim to make significant 
improvements to your child’s swimming by providing feedback on their 
strokes, and using our ‘refine, repeat, reinforce’ teaching method. 
These group lessons allow the children to make significant progress as 
they are longer than most weekly lessons and can equate to almost a 
term of swimming in 1 week. Each’s child’s swimming is assessed and 
they are streamed by ability to ensure that they are challenged within 
their lesson. We are running a limited number of 1-hour group lessons 
during the summer, they are available to book individually or arrange 
multiple lessons at varying times to suit you. 

Intensive group lessons are suitable for children from the age of 3 but 
please bear in mind that the lessons are an immersive experience and 
whilst fun and games are structured into the lesson it can be tiring for 
little swimmers!



TRAN
SITION

Transition lessons are for new 
swimmers who haven’t experienced 
lessons without their parents joining 
them in the pool. We work on building 
trust with the swimming teachers, 
introducing basic swimming skills 
through simple exercises and play. This 
helps the children make a confident 
start with their learn to swim journey. 
Small classes equal a calm 
environment. Unlike our mixed ability 
group lessons if your child requires you 
can help them to adjust by joining them 
in the water for their first lesson – 
however most parents are able to stay 
dry on poolside. 

We have found that these lessons work 
best as an introduction to our mixed 
ability group lessons which is why we 
are offering them in 4-week blocks – at 
the end of each block you will be able to 
enrol your child into our term time offer 
and continue with their swimming. 

Performance Swimming – our 
non-competitive swim team. These 
lessons break down and re-build 
strokes to target areas of improvement 
for our advanced, pre-club standard 
swimmers. We run sessions that are 45 
minutes to 1 hour long, using creative 
teaching and drills to keep swimming 
fun and engaging. Diving, turns, aqua 
aerobics, syncro fun sessions and skill 
updates are included within the 
programme, encouraging children to 
look to all areas of aquatic sport whilst 
they continue their swimming journey.

ADULT 
SWIMMING

During our 1-2-1 programme 
we also offer the option to 
have a semi - private lesson, 
in our experience these work 
best on strong - advanced 
swimmers who can swim 
alongside each other to work 
off each other’s strengths. 

S W I M M I N G

Transition 4 Swimming 

is a Programme for 

preschool children 

(around 3 years.) 

Our 4 week programme 

helps children and their 

parents transition from 

water play and fun to our 

learn to swim programme. 

For more info e-mail 

 

with Transition 4 in the subject 

or to book on visit: www.neilbaileyswimming.co.uk 

and click book on. 

1

2

3

4

An industry leading 

teacher/pupil ra
tio of two 

children per teacher

A fixed price model of £60 

for the block of lessons

An immersive tea
ching 

experience w
here the child is 

encouraged in a controlled
 

manner to p
articipate and the 

parents can see and measure 

success

A progressive introduction into 

group swimming lessons

Unique Features 

of Transition 4

Transition 4 is unique in the industry, 

we use two highly experienced 

child’s association with water and 

swimming. 

Lesson one can begin with parents 

accompanying their child into the 

water with interaction and assistance 

from the teachers. 

Lesson two is aimed at lowering the 

stress levels around water and 

introducing a variety of methods to 

ensure each child can transition from 

parent led activities into our Mixed 

Ability Group Lessons. 

During this 4 week journey parents 

are heavily involved with progress. 

Each week there is feedback and the 

swimming teacher can decide with 

the parents on when the child can 

progress into our MAGL Learn to 

Swim Programme.

SEMI-PRIVATE

This year Neil Bailey Swimming has 
launched an Adult Swimminng 
Programme. So far, we have run 
successful pilot programmes 
targeting both non - swimmers and 
strong swimmers who are looking 
to improve.

Using 1-2-1 teaching methods, 
supportive in pool teaching and 
pool side delivery we have seen 
some fantastic results. In some 
cases, fearful adults taking their 
first strokes 15 minutes into their 
first lesson!  Proving that a 
combination of experienced 
teachers and an encouraging 
atmosphere can result in some 
fantastic achievements. 

We have big plans for regular adult 
lessons, 1-2-1 sessions and group 
training sessions later this year - 
more to follow!

For more information on our adult 
lessons please contact 
adults@neilbaileyswimming.co.uk 
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We are already lucky enough to be 

using two wonderful teaching pools and 

couldn’t think of a reason not to try out 

so well. 

Are you considering taking the plunge to 

learn to swim, or wanting to improve 

running an introduction to swimming 

lessons to help reduce the anxiety 

associated with trying something new. 

Our supportive teachers will teach and 

support you in the water to help you 

relax and enjoy swimming. Water 

swimming exercises to be enjoyed in a 

judgement free environment. We are 

week on a Wednesday at 7pm on the 

following dates:

ABOUT THE VENUE - Cedar Park School Swimming Pool is a lovely warm 

and friendly teaching pool, 12.2 metres long and 1.1 metres deep. 
 

For more information and to book your lessons please email 

adults@neilbaileyswimming.co.uk

Neil Bailey Swimming has spent the past 6 months researching and 

planning our brand new Adult Swimming Lesson Programme. Our team 

of fantastic teachers are ready to help you improve your swimming - 

whatever your starting point. Despite the fact that we are still searching 

for the perfect swimming pool we are keen to get started so….

‘WHET YOUR APPETITE’ 

PILOT PROGRAMME

INTRODUCTION 
TO SWIMMINGFOR NON-SWIMMERS 

AND NERVOUS SWIMMERS.

Wednesday 27th February 7pm 

Wednesday 6th March 7pm

Wednesday 13th March 7pm 

Wednesday 20th March 7pm

it ’s never too late to learn!

Great people providing great 
progress. So happy with my 
results after 4 sessions especially 
starting as a nervous 
non-swimmer

Mitchell

Great company 
we thoroughly 
enjoyed every
session
Dorsey 



Spending some time by the pool 
or on the beach 
this summer? 
Here are a few things you 
can do with your children to 
make sure they stay safe 
and have fun.
If it’s their first visit to a new pool 
identify the risks with them; how 
deep is the water, where is it safe 
to enter the pool, is jumping and 
diving allowed, where is the 
lifeguard positioned, will they be 
able to touch the bottom, is it easy 
to climb out?
Spending time with friends and family. 
Assign one or two adults as ‘water watchers’ - always know 
who is responsible for supervising the children, prevent 
distractions from causing accidents. 

Older siblings might be excellent swimmers but should never 
be responsible for supervising younger siblings.

Look for flags at the beach and make sure your children 
understand what they mean.

SPOT  

ADVICE  

FRIEND  

EMERGENCY  

WATER SAFE CODE

Spot the Danger. Look for 
danger whenever you are 
near water. 

Take Safety Advice. Read the 
signs and always listen to 
lifeguards.

Go with a friend. Never go 
alone, it’s more fun and safer 
in an emergency. 

Know what to do in an 
emergency. Call 999, shout 
for help. NEVER go into the 
water to help someone. 

THUNDER
BIRDS 
ARE GO!

SAFE SWIMMING
Over 400 people drown each year in the UK 
and drowning is the third most common cause 
of accidental death in children. So, what can 
we do to reduce this number? Educate. By 
introducing simple swim safety tips from a 
young age, that are reinforced by repetition, 
we can hopefully increase awareness and 
ensure children are equipped to deal with an 
emergency in the water. 

WHAT TO PRACTICE
WITH YOUR CHILD
1.Floating - simply floating like a star on your 
back could help save your life. If they fall into 
the water they can float on their back until 
they can get to the side. Floating can also be 
used to recover and catch your breath if you 
have to swim a long distance. 

2.Treading water - being able to keep your 
head above the water for as long as possible 
allows you to shout and look for help. Practise 
this with your child when they swim out of 
their depth.

3.Jump in and swim back to the side - teach-
ing your child to jump in and submerge 
themselves under the water before calmly 
swimming back to the side will help them in an 
emergency situation. Young swimmers love 
jumping in, make sure they know how to 
return to safety. 



What are parents 
saying about us? 

Strong Swimmer -  Kelly

MAGL  -  Priya

MAGL  -  Trudi

MAGL - Philippa

MAGL/Strong Swimmer
Samantha

MAGL  -  Rebecca

MAGL  -  Gemma

MAGL/AFF  -  Becca

MAGL/AFF  -  Tammy

 Neil and his superb team have 
taught my two boys to swim. The 
lessons are extremely well organised, 
the teachers are amazing, good to see 
some older teachers and some men 
too. The lessons are easy to book and 
represent excellent value for money. 
 I have been particularly delighted that 
they have managed to teach my son 
who has autism to swim and this has 
been achieved alongside the other 
children. He absolutely loves his 
swimming lessons and looks forward to 
them.   I feel this is a real success story.
 I would highly recommend Neil Bailey 
Swimming, many thanks.

 
 I have nothing but praise for this 
swimming club. I had tears in my eyes 
during my youngest daughters first 
lesson at three years old. She was given 
such care and attention and the lessons 
are always engaging and fun. 
The higher level class for my daughter 
has been great too. She is pushed every 
week and her swimming is coming on so 
well, really proud of her progression so 
far. Many thanks for being so welcoming 
and helpful, it’s a pleasure to come each 
week.

 
 When people ask me I say that it is  
a fun and caring environment with 
professional teachers who put the 
child at the centre of their teaching. 
Having teachers in the water, engaging 
with the children in small groups, 
provides a quality of teaching that you 
just don't get elsewhere. We know as 
we tried other providers before we 
came to you, without success. Your 
team have transformed a particularly 
nervous and water-shy little girl into 
one who, six months later, can't wait  
to go swimming, feels completely at 
home there and happily challenges us 
all to rescue things from under the water 
with her! Quite a transformation.

 I have to say that Neil Bailey 
Swimming sessions are fantastic, my 
son has come on in leaps and bounds 
since joining.  The club is warm and 
friendly and what i have found really 
helpful is the flexibility. As a working 
mum of 3 children i have had to on the 
odd occasion request a change in the 
time of the session.  The team have 
always been extremely helpful and they 
are incredibly responsive and 
understanding. I honestly can't rate 
them highly enough and i thoroughly 
recommend them.

 My children have been attending 
Neil Bailey swimming since the age of 
3. and now they are 5 and 8. The thing 
I like about the swim school is the 
young adults that coach. They are 
very enthusiastic and my children 
enjoy their swimming lesson. Every 
Saturday my children always look 
forward to learn to swim. Thank you 
Neil Bailey Swimming.

 
 My son and daughter both swim with 
Neil Bailey and have developed at an 
exciting rate. They are constantly 
assessed and moved into the next group 
when they are ready. My children love 
their teachers who are always happy 
and genuinely want to do their jobs. The 
ratio of teachers to children is better 
than any other swim school we have 
been at, combined with them being in 
the pool with the children is a great 
advantage. The pools that are used are 
great with good parking and clean. I 
cannot speak more highly and my 
children have outperformed my 
expectations thanks to the calibre of 
the swim school. Thank you for all your 
hard work and always remaining a 
professional and child friendly swim 
school.

 I’m so glad I found your 
swimming school. My son has 
excelled with his swimming since 
starting your lessons and not only 
has he learnt a vital life skill, it is 
giving him more confidence. 
Swimming has shown him that he 
can excel in other areas of his life 
and your belief in him is helping to 
build up his belief in himself, 
thank you.

 My son has been attending the 
swimming for nearly a year. We are 
extremely pleased by the team of 
professionals. They are extremely 
friendly, polite and boosting 
confidence to the kids. They are 
second to none. Even when we have 
to reschedule a lesson, the 
swimming school is very 
accommodative and they are prompt 
in sending reply to our mail. Overall, a 
very superlative swimming school 
recommended for all ages.

 Neil Bailey Swimming have been 
the only people who have stuck by 
my son, who has ASD, ADHD and 
SPD, positively and continually for 
the past 3 and a half years. Prior to 
my son's diagnoses and presently, 
Neil Bailey's Swimming team have 
never taught or treated Jack 
differently from the other children. 
On the contrary, they have learnt to 
work with him and his additional 
needs to encourage, support and 
develop his swimming ability. He is a 
long way off from being a competent 
swimmer, but thanks to the hard 
work from the dedicated team I am 
sure he will one day be able to swim 
independently and save himself 
should he encounter difficulties in 
the water should ever the time arise 
when he is older. I cannot express 
my thanks and gratitude enough to 
the team for being such a positive, 
stable  and understanding group of 
dedicated people.



neilbaileyswimming.co.uk

o�ce@neilbaileyswimming.co.uk

07938 629129 

THUNDER
BIRDS 
ARE GO!
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Project Thunderbirds is an 
ambitious, 3-year project, aimed at 
producing a state-of-the-art, 
inclusive community swimming pool 
complex. The facility will be a Bourne 
End Junior Sports Club (BEJSC) 
building, in partnership with Neil 
Bailey Swimming, and will offer a 
space for use by the Bourne End 
Swimming Club, Neil Bailey 
Swimming and the wider community. 
The key focus of the project will be 
‘accessibility’, giving all members of 
the local community a swimming 
pool fit for their needs. This includes 
a design sensitive to the needs of 
those with disabilities, and 
equipment for members of other 
local sports groups to utilise. This 
complex will not simply be another 
leisure centre, but a facility built for 
specific use, both carbon neutral and 
aesthetically sympathetic to the local 
landscape. 

THUNDERBIRDS
ARE GO!

Do you own a private pool 
which is underused? 

Would you like to cover its running costs or 
generate some extra revenue? Neil Bailey 
Swimming would like to work with a local 
private pool owner to form a mutually 
beneficial partnership. We are searching for 
a calm and controlled venue to run our adult 
swimming programme. If you would like 
some more information please get in touch 
via 

office@neilbaileyswimming.co.uk 
07938629129 

at Cedar Park and High March
Autumn Term 2019 Sept - Dec
Bookings open week commencing 21th Oct
Spring Term 2020 Jan - Apr 
Bookings open week commencing 10th Feb
Summer Term 2020 Apr - July
Bookings open week commencing 18th May. 

 

October Half Term 2019 Programme
Bookings go live week commencing 1st Sept
February Half Term 2020 Programme 
Bookings go live week commencing 13th Jan 
Easter 2020 Programme
Bookings go live week commencing 24th Feb 
Summer 2020 Programme 
Bookings go live week 
commencing 4th May

To book Term Time visit 
www.neilbaileyswimming.co.uk 
To book Challenge Swimming 
holiday visit 
www.challenge-swimming.co.uk 
 

TERM TIME 

KEY 
DATES

Bookings


